Meet our Affiliate Partner
Tom King, founder of Texas Modern Mediation and
organizer of Texas Modern CLE
www.TomKing.com

Half-Day: 9 am, 1pm, or 6 pm ($300/party)
Drive-Bys: 8 am or 5 pm ($125/party)
Schedule, Pay, Particpage Online
Free, Proprietary Mediation Platform:
o Windows & Mac OS applications
o Android & Apple mobile devices
o Chrome, Edge, Safari browers
o Apple & Android Smart Watches
o Special forms and templets
• 92% Success Rate

•
•
•
•

RSVP: TexasModernMediation.com

•
•
•
•
•

Organized by Mediator Tom King, J.D.
Free Paralegal & Lawyer CLE
State-Bar Approved, Divrse Expert Panelists
Online, On Demand 24/7
100 Hours of Free CLE Webinars:
o Mediation (20 Hours)
o Technology (20 Hours)
o Real Estate & Property (20 Hours)
o Family Law (20 Hours)
o Victims (20 Hours)
o Firearms (6 Hours)

Registration: TexasModernCLE.com

“Our Groups are accelerating Paralegals, Future Paralegals, and Future Attorneys Worldwide”
Currently, our groups have approximately 29,700+ combined active members worldwide.
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Legal Translation:
A Comprehensive Guide to Successful
Legal Translations
By: eTranslationServices
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Are you making these big mistakes in your
career?
By: Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS, MMC, CCC, PCC, LPCC,
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Don’t Derail-Stay on Track
By: Denise M. Blassak, AACP
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Jud Patterson’s Personalized Merchandise
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Determine Your Unique Idea
Leaping Legal Pads™
The Freelancing Journey
By: Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS, MMC, CCC, PCC, LPCC, CPP

Optimizing Your Resume
Job Searching Just Got Real.
By: Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS, MMC, CCC, PCC,
LPCC, CPP

Page 29
Page 27
Tackling an Unfamiliar Topic?
How to Be a Better Writer
By: Jackie Van Dyke, MPS, CP®

Crystal Cornett is the busy women behind the scenes of Paralegals Connect. I work hard to make these professional, successful
groups, and create ideas to help paralegals, future paralegals, and future attorneys become a legal success!
Paralegals Connect was created in 2013 by Crystal Cornett and has grown significantly since that time. These groups provide
information and support at every stage of your legal career.

Crystal Cornett

Creator of Paralegals Connect and Admin
Crystal@ParalegalsConnect.com https://www.linkedin.com/in/crystalcornett/
Crystal has been a Paralegal since 2004. She earned her first Paralegal Certificate from University
of Houston in March 2006. Crystal received the degree of Associate of Applied Science from
Center for Advanced Legal Studies and her second Paralegal Certificate in 2010. She is a member
of the Lambda Epsilon Chi National Honor Society for Paralegal / Legal Assistant Studies (LEX).
Crystal has practiced in Family Law, Elder Law, Probate Law, Guardianships, Health Law, Social
Security, and heavy litigation in Intellectual Property and Bankruptcy. Crystal is currently a
residential and commercial Real Estate Paralegal in Houston, Texas. Crystal also serves on the
Paralegal Advisory Committee (PAC) for Center for Advanced Legal Studies.
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Website

www.ParalegalsConnect.com

“Our Groups are
Accelerating Paralegals,
Future Paralegals, and
Future Attorneys
Worldwide”

LinkTree

https://linktr.ee/ParalegalsConnect

Paralegals Connect was
established in 2013 and we
have grown significantly since
that time. We now have four
Facebook groups which are all
dedicated to providing
valuable information and
support to succeed in the
legal industry. Our groups
provide support at every
stage of your legal career.

Paralegals Connect: Employment Board
(6,426 Members)
www.Facebook.com/Groups/PCEmploymentBoard
A group designed for those seeking legal employment or internships, and for those
seeking to hire legal professionals for their firm.

Currently, our groups have
approximately 29,700+
combined members
worldwide.

Paralegals Connect (Main Group)
(16,067 Members)
www.Facebook.com/Groups/ParalegalsConnect
Our first and largest group created for paralegals and paralegals-in-the-making to
interact with other paralegals worldwide and provide valuable information to
succeed in the paralegal industry.

Virtual/Freelance Paralegals Connect
(3,631 Members)
www.Facebook.com/Groups/Virtual.FreelanceParalegalsConnect
A group designed for Virtual and/or Freelance Paralegals and those intending to
break free of their 8-5 to go out on their own.
Paralegals Connect: Study Group)
(868 Members)
www.Facebook.com/Groups/ParalegalsConnectStudyGroup
A group created for those attending a paralegal school or studying for a Paralegal
Certification Exam where you can post questions about your legal studies.
Paralegals Connect: Instagram
www.Instagram.com/ParalegalsConnect
#ParalegalsConnect

(1,294 Followers)

Paralegals Connect: Twitter
https://Twitter.com/ParalegalsCnnct
@ParalegalsCnnct

(210 Members)

Paralegals Connect: Facebook Page
www.Facebook.com/pg/ParalegalsConnect

(833 Followers)

Paralegals Connect: LinkedIn
Group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9052061/ (378 Members)
Company Page: https://www.linkedin.com/company/paralegals-connect
Creator/Admin: Crystal Cornett: https://www.linkedin.com/in/crystalcornett/

www.ParalegalsConnect.com
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We would like to thank our Affiliate Partners because they make it possible to print and
distribute our Magazine to our members and various paralegal schools and large firms
throughout the U.S.
Becoming an Affiliate with our groups offers worldwide visibility to
approximately 29,700+ combined group members in the legal industry.
*Only Affiliates are permitted to advertise within our Groups.
Paralegals Connect is always looking for Affiliate Partners that
can offer our paralegals, legal assistants, future paralegals, and
future attorneys the skills and services to help them succeed in
their legal careers. We strive to provide information to the latest
resources, education, and cost-effective opportunities that will
enhance the skills, knowledge, and competencies of our
members.
To become an Affiliate Partner with Paralegals Connect, please
contact Crystal@ParalegalsConnect.com for additional
information or visit www.ParalegalsConnect.com/Become-anAffiliate.html
Those seeking a more comprehensive preparation for their
paralegal career, or those seeking their first college degree, can
continue to the Associate of Applied Science Degree Paralegal
Program which includes additional paralegal electives such as EDiscovery, Oil and Gas, Intellectual Property, and Immigration
Law. Academic general education courses round out this
paralegal degree program.

Center for Advanced Legal Studies
Center for Advanced Legal Studies was founded in 1987 to provide
education and training for those seeking to enter the legal
profession as a paralegal. The Paralegal Certificate program
provides students with essential paralegal skills and includes
courses such as Introduction to Law and Ethics, Legal Research and
Writing, Interviewing and Investigation, Corporate and Business
Law, Civil Procedure, Computers and the Law, Family Law and
Personal Injury. Students can choose from on-campus morning or
Saturday courses or attend 100% online.

www.Paralegal.edu
Enhanced Laser Products
ELP provides award-winning customer service with over 30-years of
experience in the technology industry.
Tones & Inkjets * Repair and Refills
1390 West Sam Houston Pkwy N,
Houston, TX 77043

713-956-9481

www.EnhancedLaser.com
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CobbleStone Software
CobbleStone Software provides award-winning contract management
software to simplify and automate contract tracking and contract
management for legal professionals.
CobbleStone Software’s contract software solution – CobbleStone
Contract Insight® - offers a centralized repository for one-click contract
access, unlimited document storage, easy searching and reporting,
advanced reporting, proactive key-date alerts, online contract
calendar, in-system collaboration, desktop, and mobile access, and
much more to take the stress out of contract administration. Contact
CobbleStone today for a free demo or trial system at
www.cobblestonesoftware.com/paralegals.

www.CobblestoneSoftware.com/Paralegals

Armenhyl Group LLC
Dispatch your Service of Process Documents to ARMENHYL and let us do
the leg work! ARMENHYL can handle your Civil Process whether near or
far throughout the 50 States!
Our Nationwide Process Service can ease your workload. You can assign
your Service of Process needs to us with confidence, then focus on other
priorities. Let us do the leg work of ensuring that your documents are
delivered successfully both near and far! We look forward to being a
quality resource for you and/or your business! Our goal is to provide you
with relevant Private Investigation, Security Guards & Patrols, Mobile
Notary Public, Realtor Safety and Family Support services. We can offer
important information, confirmation, and protection for your matters of
concern.
If you need your Subpoena Served once you have it created, let us know!
Contact us now and let us Investigate, Notarize, Secure, and Serve for
you!
◼Nationwide Process Service ◼Private Investigations
◼24 Hour Mobile Notary Public Services ◼Security Services

Email: info@armenhyl.com
Phone: (866) ARMENHYL - (866) 276-3649
Instagram: #armenhyl
Twitter: @armenhyl

www.Armenhyl.com
eCourt Reporters, Inc.
Direct Scheduling Made Easy
eCourt Reporters’ marketplace enables law firms, government entities,
and court reporting firms to directly schedule certified court reporters
and legal videographers for legal proceedings outside of the courthouse
with live search capabilities across all 50 states.
Phone: 262-210-3915

Email: info@ecourtreporters.com

www.ecourtreporters.com
A free service to law firms.
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Silicon Valley Legal
Jennifer M. Celaya founded Silicon Valley Legal Services in 1999 out of the
passionate vision drawn from her own experiences with the Family
Courts. Although her focus is mainly on document preparation for Family
Court such as child custody, child support, divorces, etc. she also has the
knowledge and experience to prepare other documents such as name
changes, property transfers, drafting trusts or wills, and much more.
DISCLAIMER: Silicon Valley Legal is the affordable non-attorney solution
for all your legal document preparation needs in the Bay Area. Silicon
Valley Legal is not a law firm and cannot represent you in court, advise
you about your legal rights or the law, or select legal forms for you. We
can only provide self-help services at your specific direction and guidance.

New Beginnings Family Services
New Beginnings Family Services (NBFS) began out of a need to strengthen
family ties while going through the legal justice system. These needs
demand a response, one which we took as a Mandate for a Call-to-Action.
Our answer to that call was to Organize and Educate, and NBFS was born.
As a non-profit organization, we offer low and no-cost services, courses,
and classes on a variety of subjects, such as Parent-to-Parent Mentoring,
Navigating the Legal System, and Understanding Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACE's Studies) during transitions. For field professionals, we
also provide development training in Family Literacy, and Compassion
Informed Servicing, amongst others. As an organization, our goal is to
provide for and facilitate mutual understanding between all parties,
intersections, and institutional facets in the Family, Legal and Mental
Health Service overlap to do what's best for the child. We focus on
children by keeping families together with preventative Case
Management.

https://newbeginningsfs.net/

eTranslationServices
Professional Translation Services
eTranslation Services provides high-quality professional translation
services of texts or documents into any language you need. Our services
include general translations, certified translations, legal and medical
translations as well as interpretations.
Phone Number: 1-800-882-6058
E-Mail Address: contact@etranslationservices.com

www.eTranslationservices.com

Linguistic

With more than 14 years of experience in the translation, interpretation
and localization industry, Linguistic provides services carefully tailored
to client needs. All professionals have years of experience in the legal
field as lawyers and/or paralegals, as well as other fields, such as
healthcare, finance, manufacturing, pharmaceutical and oil and
gas. Call us today or click on the link below to get a free estimate for
your project.

https://linguistic.global/
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The Paralegal Writer™

Jackie Van Dyke, Certified Paralegal, and owner of The Paralegal Writer,
inspires best writing practices and confidence in legal writing
communication. She is a faculty member in the Paralegal Studies
Program at The George Washington University and at the University of
San Diego (USD) Law School. Jackie is also a member of NALA’s
Continuing Education Council and the Paralegal Educators Committee.
She has numerous published articles in NALA’s Facts & Findings – The
Paralegal Magazine, NFPA’s National Paralegal Reporter, and the
Paralegals Connect Newsletter. Jackie’s passion is to help paralegals at
all levels with professional document and letter writing, persuasive
memo writing, precise legal citations, and improved grammar and
punctuation.
The Paralegal Writer offers a quarterly email course, “Pen A Memo™,”
to prepare applicants taking the NALA Skills Exam. The Paralegal
Writer recently launched the “Legal Scribble Sessions” – an eight-week
email course focused on writing general correspondence, demand and
status letters, and professional emails. The course includes grammar
and punctuation exercises along with practice writing in active voice and
avoiding legal jargon.

Learn more about Jackie at

www.TheParalegalWriter.com

Email your questions to jackie@theparalegalwriter.com.
Join the Facebook Group at
www.Facebook.com/Groups/ParalegalsWrite

Best Virtual Paralegal LLC

Are You Ready to Start Your Own Paralegal Business?
Not sure how to get started?
Need Clarity?
Need Guidance?
Need More Clients?
We can help get you off the starting line!
ASK HOLLY HOW TO BECOME A PARALEGAL GOAL DIGGER™
Contact Us:
Voice | SMS: 717.747.3588
Voice: 888.497.6449
hello@bestvirtualparalegal.com
www.bestvirtualparalegal.com/paralegal-consulting-coaching
On Facebook Search:
@BVParalegalCoach
@BestVirtualParalegalLLC

www.BestVirtualParalegal.com

Best Call Funding

Best Call Funding is a trusted legal funding provider with over 20 years of
industry experience. They provide quick, easy, and hassle-free financial
assistance. Best Call offers pre and post-settlement funding. They also
provide Medical, litigation, and expert funding. Any situation that arises,
they can help!

2028 Buffalo Terrace
1st Floor Suite 24
Houston, TX 77019
866-937-0963

https://bestcallfunding.com/
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Jud Patterson
Jud Patterson joined Paralegals Connect in 2021 adding some awesome
new customized products to our Paralegals Connect Merchandise Store
including glassware, face masks, coaters, and more!
judsdesigns.com

www.paralegalsconnect.com/merchandise-store.html

Transaption

Transaption is an online-based Professional Transcription, Translation,
Interpretation & Caption Services company with 24 - 48 hours turnaround
time plus we offer competitive pricing, which saves time, money and
creates a flexible workplace for getting things done. Our prices are low to
remain competitive and, of course, to get the business. Please compare
our translation pricing with other top competitors.
www.transaption.com/pricing
•
•
•

Translation Service: Starting prices from $18/page to $45/page
(250 words)
Transcription Service: Starting prices from $1.25/ minute
(English)
Interpretation Service: Starting prices from $150/hour (Spanish)

Our severe processes ensure that integrity and security are consistently
maintained, from initial request to final delivery. It’s no wonder our
customers
return
to
us
time
and
time
again.
We are here to help!!!

Contact Transaption today at 1-888-999-8628
E-mail info@transaption.com
or support@transaption.com for any Translation Service,
Transcription Service, and Interpretation service needs to
minimize service delays.
We are available 24/7 via chat and via E-mail.
(Support@transaption.com)

www.Transaption.com

Proof

NATIONWIDE PROCESS SERVING

Proof is a technology company revolutionizing service of process with its
online platform by providing speed, verification, and transparency every
step of the way. We offer nationwide service in all 50 states, provide live
updates and verification of all attempts with GEOlocation. Proof also
offers skip traces, e-filing and Live Chat to connect users directly to their
process server. Proof works with 2200+ law firms and government
agencies nationwide.
Check out this 60 second video on Proof's platform.
303-578-9817
Schedule time with me by clicking this link.

www.proofserve.com
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LAW WURK
LawWurk is an online marketplace directory that connects virtual
paralegals, legal secretaries, virtual assistants, notaries, and independent
nonlawyer legal professionals to their ideal clients for FREE. Negotiate
directly on the platform with potential clients to set the fee for the work
to be performed, check conflicts, meet the milestones, and create
valuable connections. Get found, grow your business, and get paid - all
with LawWurk.
Links to contact and social:
Email: HELLO@LAWWURK.COM
Phone: 760.280.0555
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LawWurk
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/law.wurk/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/lawwurk
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lawwurk

https://lawwurk.com/

The Modern Paralegal
The Modern Paralegal is a virtual agency that helps freelance Virtual
Paralegals, Legal Secretaries, Virtual Assistants, and Notaries innovate
and connect with their ideal clients through intelligent design, marketing
& technology. The key to our success and that of our clients has derived
from our ability to listen, understand, and deliver a bespoke affordable
service which will satisfy your business needs, encourage your business
growth and maximize your potential profits. By working with The Modern
Paralegal, you will have a dedicated business consultant and digital
marketing experts who will take the time to get to know you and your
visions for your business.
Links to contact and social:
Email: HELLO@THEMODERNPARALEGAL.COM
Phone: 760-280-0322
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/themodernparalegal
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/the.modern.paralegal
Twitter: https://twitter.com/legalstacey
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/the-modern-paralegal

https://themodernparalegal.com

TEXAS MODERN MEDIATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online mediation with Tom King, J.D.
Half-Day: 9 am, 1pm, or 6 pm ($300/party)
Drive-Bys: 8 am or 5 pm ($125/party)
Schedule, Pay, Particpage Online
Free, Proprietary Mediation Platform
92% Success Rate

WWW.TEXASMODERNMEDIATION.COM
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TEXAS MODERN CLE
Online, On Demand 24/7, Safe, Diverse, State Bar Approved CLE
Texas Modern CLE webinars are state bar approved CLE courses that you
watch online, on demand, at your own leisure 24/7. We are PJs-Ready
CLE that is Covid-FREE for attorneys, paralegals, and law students to meet
annual CLE requirements. No long, boring presentations of white papers
and slide decks that you'll never look at again! Our presentations are 30
minutes long, featuring experts that represent the diversity of our state.
The panelists review and present the front-and-back help sheet they've
prepared for our Texas Modern CLE Toolkit.

100 Hours of CLE for Free
• Mediation (20 hours)
• Technology (20 hours)
• Real Estate & Property (20 hours)
• Victims (20 hours)
• Family Law (20 hours)
• Firearms (6 hours)

www.TexasModernCLE.com

EUNICE COLÓN / EVER SO CREATIVE
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DON'T DERAIL—
STAY ON TRACK

By: Denise M. Blassak, AACP
Eight hour workday, you say? Does that exist anymore? It seems
there is so much to do, and not enough time. We need to be in
charge.
First, let us be honest. Usually we are on task, but now-and-then,
our eyes glaze over. We may move along until opposing counsel's
motion arrives. Below are helpful tips to make the most of each
day.
A good step toward managing the clock involves taking stock of all
there is to do. Consider documenting tasks in one workspace
location. Everything from project deadlines and client check-ins,
to dental appointments and seminars. Choose the calendar that
suits you so you will use it.

During simple jobs and lengthy ones, be prepared for inevitable
distractions. Maybe that voice in your head, reminding you of
an urgent matter. Or maybe a client who is seeking your
attention. There will always be interruptions, though some we
can control.
One intrusion we all need to manage is e-mail. Instead of
playing 'whac-a-mole'1 with the never-ending flow, consider a
review timetable. Curb that desire to read every new message
upon receipt. Pay particular attention to the senders and
subject lines. If your boss e-mails you, you will want to respond.
When co-workers 'reply all' to the bake sale alert, your waistline
will thank you to wait.

Does 'all-inclusive diary' sound overwhelming? Consider how it
might prevent future pain and suffering. If need be, make it fun so
it becomes a 'habit,' not a 'hindrance.' Do a little doodling while
adding and removing events. Maybe draw payday dollar signs, or
the word 'HOORAY' on vacation day. Look at the calendar
regularly, including at the start of each day.

Beyond e-mail, be wary of social media distractions. Set
boundaries for yourself. For those finding it difficult to
disconnect, think of that post better left untouched. Did
anyone need to see Jack Black's quarantine cowboy dance?
Turn off push notifications and leave YouTube and LinkedIn for
afterhours.

Speaking of sunrise, any morning people here? I confess I am,
but I may be the minority. Regardless of whether you are, or
not, take note of your preferred time zone. There are periods
in the day when we each feel most productive. Those are the
times to tackle quick projects, when possible.

Do not fret—your day should not be all work. Our bodies need
to pause and reboot. Walk to the snail mailbox or freshen your
cup of Joe. At lunch, check in with a co-worker or two. Consider
sharing with them these 'stay on track' tips.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Denise M. Blassak, AACP is a juvenile dependency paralegal with over 15 years of experience
with research, motions, appellate writing, and more. Her education is ongoing and includes her
ABA approved bachelor's paralegal degree from Winona State University. Off hours Denise enjoys
DIY travel and Grisham novels.
You can reach her at southerncaparalegal@gmail.com.

'Whac-a-mole,' sometimes spelled 'Whack-a-mole,' "entered the language as a metaphorical term for something that keeps popping
up no matter how many times one tries to get rid of it." (<https://grammarist.com/words/whac-a-mole/> [as of Nov. 27, 2021].

1
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PARALEGALS AND
MENTAL HEALTH
CHALLENGES

By: Mary Katherine Mayer, ACP
Mental health, simply stated, is our emotional,
psychological, and social well-being. It comprises how we
feel and how we react to the world. To be sure, we all have
“good” days and “bad” days, but compromised mental
health, in the form of depression, anxiety or other mental
disorders, can take an enormous toll on our lives and
careers. Paralegals may face greater mental health
challenges because expectations are high, and deadlines are
First, let’s explore: Why do paralegals face greater ever-looming.
mental health challenges?
At some point in our Paralegal careers, we all have
the feeling of excessive stress, anxiousness, and just being
overwhelmed with our work. Fortunately, there are great
resources and educational information for us to improve our
day-to-day work. However, how about our mind, body, and
soul? This is a real important issue and I think we should look
at it more often than we do.

How do paralegals fit into the legal profession's mental
Well, one obvious reason is that attorneys are
health movement?
usually under extreme pressure, which they convey that to
their Paralegal(s), even when it has nothing to do with us.
Although there is no specific data on paralegals, if
However, it has been my own experience that they
necessarily don’t realize how it affects us. You know the the attorneys with whom we work are experiencing mental
saying, don’t take it personally? Yeah, well, that doesn’t health issues at a greater rate, it would stand to reason that
paralegals and legal support staff are subject to the same
help, at least in my situations (work in progress)!
concerns. According to an August 12, 2019, article from
According to the American Bar Association,
Paralegals (Lawyers, and support staff) may face greater ALM Media (formerly, American Lawyer Media), law firm
mental health challenges because of the nature of our work. staffers feel left behind in the legal profession’s mental
Clients bring legal professionals the most difficult problems health movement.
of their lives and demand help right away.

“[D]espite a plethora of resources
available at several large firms today,
including on-site mental health
professionals
and
wellness
applications, many have not
extended their mental health
resources firmwide. A survey of 30
AM Law firms found that 36% of firms
that say they offer mental health
programming do not extend those to
programs to their professional staff.

Mental health is always a relevant topic, but the
current situation with the COVID-19 pandemic highlights the
importance of self-care, support, and awareness needed to
maintain good mental health. Even the American Bar
Association is concerned with this.
During relatively normal times, the law is a
profession that requires extensive “brain power” for critical
thinking, analytical reasoning, logic, focus, attention, and
recall. As professionals, the “output” or “product” that we
create is the documentation of our ideas and advice. None
of this work can be done at its best without taking care of
our mental health.

This bifurcated mental health
treatment is actually symptomatic of
one of the most acute stress factors
afflicting law firm professionals: a
power hierarchy that devalues
professional staff.”
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Moreover, research shows some simple things we
can all do to improve our mental health, exercising, spending
But, while these efforts mention covering legal staff, more time outside, eating a balanced diet, eliminating caffeine
needs to be done to ensure that Paralegals (and other legal (yeah, right) getting enough sleep, and even talking to a
friend. Winter is fast approaching and can be a particularly
support staff) are included and supported by these efforts.
challenging time as days are shorter and colder. Taking care
of our mental health is an important part of maintaining a
Ideas for creating balance and wellness
productive life. Emotional and psychological well-being
I work for my county Public Defender’s Office, and must be a priority for all Paralegals!
they offer us Employee Assistance Programs, which allow for
I struggle to exercise or even take a few minutes to
counseling of all types – work, financial, marital, etc. If more
firms offered these or similar programs, it would be an get up and stretch. When I do, what a huge difference it
advantage for us to take part if you need someone to talk to. makes. I feel refreshed, and ready to tackle the next project!
If you are feeling overwhelmed, please talk to a friend or a
We know the craziness and stress of being a
confidant. For me, it wasn’t easy in the beginning because I Paralegal won’t go away; but if we take time for ourselves,
hate to “burden” people with my problems. But it turned out exercise, talk to people (counselor, friend, mentor), we can
they felt anxiety and were overwhelmed like I was, and by enjoy a happy, successful, and well-balanced career and life.
talking things over, we both felt better.
Remember, we cannot take care of anyone unless we are
well! So, please be well, my Paralegal family!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Mary Katherine Mayer, ACP is an Advanced Certified Paralegal in Criminal Litigation. She is the
Recording Secretary for the Arizona Paralegal Association, a member of the APA, a member of
NALA, and is a Paralegal for the Yavapai County Public Defender’s Office in Arizona.
Mary has written articles which have been published in several Paralegal resources. When she is
not working or writing, Mary enjoys time with her Husband and Son, and cooking.
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Legal Translation: A
Comprehensive Guide to
Successful Legal
Translations
By: eTranslation Services

Legal translation is a delicate and challenging process that
requires the utmost care and precision. This article will provide
you with some insights into translating legal documents to be
accurate, culturally sensitive, and appropriate for the target
audience. We'll look at methods of translation, what makes for
an effective translator, the importance of context in translation
work, how to build trust with your clients when translating their
texts, what it takes to be successful in this field - everything you
need to know about legal translations!
When writing blog posts or articles on professional topics such
as law or medicine, it's important to include lots of helpful
information and make sure it reads well and makes sense. The
last thing you want to do is lose readers due to poor sentence
structure or jargon that they don't understand. It's always
better to assume a lower standard of knowledge and build up
from there, rather than assume high levels of expertise on
specific topics and risk alienating those for whom this
information is new - no matter how well-educated your
audience may be!
Legal translation requires lots of training as well as creativity.
There are many different legalities in different places
throughout the world, so it can sometimes feel overwhelming
when trying to find accurate translations all over the globe. The
legal translation should convey exactly what was written and
make sure that it sounds good, flows nicely with other parts of
speech, and is culturally appropriate.
Translating legal documents can be an enriching career, but it
also requires lots of patience and attention to detail.
One way that you can make the process easier on yourself when
translating official texts such as these is by using translation
software or an automatic translator. Many people think that
this will produce better results than going through the text
themselves with a dictionary in hand. However, they often
don't take into consideration all the technical terms used within
specific fields - which may not have exact translations!

In addition to being inaccurate at times, these types of tools are
only helpful if your native language happens to be what you're
trying to translate from or into; otherwise, there's no point
since any text will come out in its original form!
One of the most important things to consider when
translating legal documents is the context.
Understanding cultural norms, idioms, and phrases can make
all the difference between a successful translation that conveys
meaning effectively or one that misses it entirely. While some
languages may share similar aspects with others, they are not
always identical either - which means you need to know where
your audience lives as well as what their needs are before
attempting any kind of text conversion.
This also requires understanding industry-specific terminology
so that you can choose words professionally while staying true
to both meanings at once! Legal translators often work closely
with lawyers who provide additional information about
meeting specific requirements within different fields. This is a
great way to start if you haven't had much experience with legal
translation yet or don't feel comfortable attempting it on your
own.
In addition to knowing the law, most successful translators
also have excellent communication skills.
This means being able to build trust and rapport with their
clients as well as customers through effective written
communication that is both friendly and professional at once.
Legal professionals rely heavily upon accurate translations of
any kind in order to make educated decisions within an
increasingly international market - which requires lots of hard
work from those who are willing and capable of doing this type
of work! If you're passionate about helping others find solutions
for themselves, then this might be just what you've been
looking for! It's crucial to know how to do this and understand
how to do it well to provide the maximum benefit possible.
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Legal translation is an essential part of all aspects of society.
There are many different ways to help provide translations for
others within this field, particularly if you don't have a lot of
experience or education with the law! Depending on your
interests and motivations, you could be working on websites,
advertisements, articles, books, email messages, and many
more formats!
A big part of being a successful legal translator is doing lots of
research and investigating the specific areas you want to work
in. This means knowing how best to target your audience as
well as what their needs are before deciding on a course that
will help them solve problems effectively within any given
industry or culture.
Legal translation can be a very rewarding career, so this
might be right up your alley if you are interested in the law,
languages, and writing!
Depending on what type of legal texts you want to translate will
determine how much training is needed, but it's essential
always to stay abreast of new changes within any industry that
require lots of research. It may seem like there are too many
factors involved with undertaking such a project yourself or
that you'd need years’ worth of experience before attempting
anything on your own.

However, these days, even people without extensive
qualifications can do some types of translations successfully
while also learning more along the way. This means getting paid
for doing something worthwhile and gaining skills and
knowledge through the process you can use to grow your
career in the future. As with any type of translation, accuracy is
vital, so it's crucial not only to know how to do this but also to
understand how to do it well so that you can provide the
maximum benefit possible.
Whether you need a legal translation for your business or are
in the process of immigrating to another country and require
this service, you must know what to expect. Legal translations
can be complex because they often involve specialized
terminology not commonly used outside of the law.
This article has provided some insight into how these types of
translations work and should give you a good understanding of
the process from start to finish. If there are still questions about
legal translation services after reading this article, please don't
hesitate to reach out! Our team would love to help answer any
lingering questions.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
eTranslation Services We are a team of professionals with experience and expertise in the fields of translating texts and
interpretation. We provide high-quality professional translation services of texts or documents into any language you need. Our
services include general translations, certified translations, legal and medical translations as well as interpretation services.
Contact us for more information.
contact@etranslationservices.com

(https://etranslationservices.com/services/translation-services/)

1-800-882-6058
contact@etranslationservices.com
www.eTranslationservices.com
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Are you making these big
mistakes in your career?
By: Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS,
MCC, CCC, PCC, LPCC, CPP

The journey to career satisfaction: Achieving career satisfaction is
a continuous journey of learning and discovery exercises, but you
should not do things along the way.
Mistake No.1: Pay Packages
Many career enthusiasts (CE) fall victim to the antiquated notion
that salary and pay packages are crucial for a new position.
Although salary and pay packages are essential, it’s possible to pay
packages are not as important to some of you as you may believe.
Career experts agree job satisfaction is far more critical than the
size of the pay package because overall job satisfaction influences
productivity, mental & physical stamina, and self-esteem. Focusing
on career satisfaction versus a hefty pay package helps people stay
in roles longer.
The value you put on salary and pay packages during a career move
should be based on a collection of needs such as personal finances,
motivation triggers, overall career ambitions, and realistic job
market pay scales.
Mistake No.2: Not having an advisory team
Another notion many people fall victim to is not having an advisory
team to help make big moves within their careers. Think about
your life. When you want to make a big decision about faith, you
speak to a priest, preacher, or spiritual advisor. Then when you
have a big decision to make about your health, you seek medical
treatment with a doctor. You may even seek advice from a nurse.
And again, when you have a significant financial or tax decision to
make often, you may seek the advice of a bookkeeper or CPA. Are
you starting to see a trend? In all the major areas of your life: faith,
health, & financial, you seek the advice of professionals to help
guide you through significant changes.

Why isn’t your career not on the above list? Your job should be just
as important as your financial and medical health. The fact is the
average person will spend 90,000 hours at work over a lifetime. It’s
safe to say your job can make a massive impact on your quality of
life. Walking around working for the wrong company is just as
painful as walking around wearing your shoes on the wrong feet.
A career advisory team should consist of four people. One person
should be a cheerleader, such as a family member. Your
cheerleader should not be your sole source of industry
information. This person should merely be on your side to listen.
You should have a friend. Your friend should be a source of fun.
The third person on your advisory team is a mentor, such as a
teacher or a coworker familiar with the industry who can be your
source of proofreading facts. And the fourth person on your career
advisory team should be a bona fide coach. Your coach should keep
you on track with your abilities, needs & goals. Your coach should
do all the heavy lifting regarding your resume, CV, cover letters,
and interviews.
How to find the right people?
Finding the right people is like shopping for shoes. Some might look
like they are the right fit but turn out to be all wrong. That’s ok.
Sometimes people are in our lives for a reason for only one season,
and others are with us for many seasons. So, surround yourself
with the people who will inspire you to be the best.
The journey to career satisfaction is all about the journey, not the
destination. If you spend too much time focusing on the
destination, you will miss out on the lessons the journey has to
offer. Thanks for reading! Hope this brief introduction to career
satisfaction helps you to start living your best life! And as always,
don’t forget to be kind because life is way too short & you can’t hit
rewind!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS, MCC, CCC, PCC, LPCC, CPP is an experienced,
seasoned paralegal & certified empowered action coach. Holly’s
holistic approach brings clarity, direction, and positive support to her
clients. She helps clients live their best life. Scan the code to connect
with Holly today!
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Determine Your Unique Idea
Leaping Legal Pads™
The Freelancing Journey
By: Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS, MCC,
CCC, PCC, LPCC, CPP
Starting a freelance paralegal business is an exciting time. There
are so many options and possibilities ahead; it is easy to
become overwhelmed by all the possibilities. Taking the time to
understand your mindset, skill set, and the fundamental
business skills one needs to start a business will help keep you
on track. This will help you make the most informed decisions.

Coming up with an excellent idea for a paralegal business will
require you to consider your mindset, skills, education, and
resources. You will need to evaluate these attributes carefully
and honestly. Nobody can do this work for you.
You will also want to ask yourself:
•

A successful business starts with a solid, interesting, and unique
idea. This is the most critical decision you will make. As the gig
economy grows, the market for freelance paralegals gets
crowded. Standing out from the crowd is getting more
challenging; paralegals need to leverage their skills and ideas to
survive.
When refining an idea, start by asking yourself four probing
questions:
•
•
•
•

Is there a service missing in your area?
Do you have the paralegal skills needed to produce a
high-quality work product?
Do you have enough experience working as a
paralegal to work independently?
Do you know how to do something better than most
paralegals?

•
•

Why do you want to start a business? Money,
freedom, and flexibility to solve a problem, or
something else?
What areas of law do you know about?
Do you want to provide a service or a product like an
app?

A mentor, teacher, or business coach can assist in decluttering
this process. However, mentors, teachers, and business
coaches cannot tell you if your mindset, experience, education,
and inner drive (your passion) align with your ideal client.
Instead, mentors, teachers, and business coaches can help you
keep your thoughts in perspective and help you develop a
system for evaluating each area using effective strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT or SWOTS)
analysis. You need the right mindset to succeed and transition
into the role of a successful business owner. You must look at
your mindset as more than just your outlook on life. Having a
confident mindset about starting a business is only a tiny part
of the mindset pie.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS, MCC, CCC, PCC, LPCC, CPP

Let’s chat – we will take a deep dive to find the tools that will catapult your
business or career! Connect with Holly A. Sheriff today! Holly is an
experienced, seasoned virtual paralegal & certified empowered action coach.
Holly’s holistic approach brings clarity, direction, and positive support to her
clients. She helps clients live their best life. Scan the code to connect with
Holly today!
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Tackling an Unfamiliar Topic?

How to Be a Better Writer

By: Jackie Van Dyke, MPS, CP®
The Paralegal Writer

By: Jackie Van Dyke, MPS, CP®
The Paralegal Writer

Another notion many people fall victim When presented
with writing about an unfamiliar topic or a difficult subject,
spend some time brainstorming through the scenario.
Research the subject matter.

 Practice. Writing takes practice and more practice.
 Ask for feedback. “How can I make my writing more
concise?” The positive feedback you receive will
generate confidence.

Ask yourself the following questions:



•



www.ParalegalsConnect.com

Who is involved?
What is the issue?
When did the issue begin?
Where is the action taking place (jurisdiction)?
Why did the issue develop?
What laws apply?

 Break down a big writing task into tiny steps. Begin
simple.
 Unlearn skills or behaviors. Be open to changing
your approach at writing. Instead of thinking “I don’t
know where to begin,” start writing whatever comes
to mind.

Create an outline as you answer each of the above
questions. This process can generate good content for your
document.

 Keep your writing uncluttered. Use short sentences.
Short sentences can be powerful.

Next, start writing. Draft an introduction, body, and
conclusion. Then, take a break.

 Vary sentence lengths for easier reading and
attracting interest.

Return to your writing task and read your draft. If you don’t
like it, start the process again. If you are pleased with the
content, proofread carefully. If you have time, ask a friend to
give you feedback.

 Use exclamation marks sparingly.

Writing about an unfamiliar topic can be scary and stressful.
But, this type of writing helps you grow. Who knows? You
may learn something that really excites you!

 Write in active voice. Place adjectives and adverbs
close to the words they are modifying.
 Avoid using contractions in formal writing.
 Use action verbs. Details and data can be boring.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Jackie Van Dyke, MPS, CP® is a certified paralegal, professor in paralegal studies, copy
editor, published author, writing coach, and paralegal student mentor. She formerly worked
as a senior trademark paralegal for an international nonprofit corporation. She can be
reached at jackie@theparalegalwriter.com.
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Optimizing Your Resume
JOB SEARCHING JUST GOT REAL.

By: Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS,
MCC, CCC, PCC, LPCC, CPP

Are you feeling like your online resume submission is being
routed into a black hole? Are you submitting your resume to a
countless number of job opportunities and not getting a call
back? In third quarter edition of the Paralegals Connect
Magazine, you may recall Best Virtual Paralegal LLC (BVP) wrote
an article providing ways you can avoid falling victim to the
resume black hole. Taking that point further, we would like to
help you optimize your resume because the one size fits all
approach to finding a new job is dead.

With Best Virtual Paralegal, you get everything you need to
write a winning resume. We help clients write resumes that fit
what employers want. We use the same innovative Applicant
Tracking System (or ATS) as top recruiters and employers to
help us make sure our clients stand out. Instead of using cookie
cutter templates BVParalegal Coaches offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The next generation of resume optimization is here
Best Virtual Paralegal (BVParalegal Coaches) can help you write
an optimized resume that will not only land you more
interviews but will also avoid the resume black hole. Looking for
a paralegal job is stressful. It can be hard to find ways to stand
out from other job seekers. Our Paralegal Coaches are here to
help Paralegals Connect community members find a career
they love!

Resume Writing Services
Career Coaching Sessions
Resume Reviews
Resume Optimization and ATS Scanning
Mock Interviews
LinkedIn Optimization
Land your next dream opportunity, faster

To get started, you can book time on our calendar at
https://bestvirtualparalegalllc.as.me/resumehelp
Best Virtual Paralegal has helped millions of legal professionals
build careers they love. We would be honored to help you, too.
Special limited time only Paralegals Connect Member Only
Pricing!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Holly A. Sheriff, MSLS, MCC, CCC, PCC, LPCC, CPP is an experienced,
seasoned paralegal & certified empowered action coach. Holly’s
holistic approach brings clarity, direction, and positive support to her
clients. She helps clients live their best life. Scan the code to connect
with Holly today!
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This Magazine was made possible by the Affiliate Partners of Paralegals Connect.
We also want to thank our writers who contributed to make our magazine a success!
Thank you!

Texas Modern Mediation ★ By Mediator & Law School Professor Tom King, J.D.
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